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Operating Model Canvas: Aligning operations and organisation with strategy 

Andrew Campbell, Mikel Gutierrez and Mark Lancelott. Book, Van Haren Publishing, March 2017 

Our own Andrew Campbell, together with the head of operations from Gamesa and a consultant 

from PA Consulting, has just published a book on operating models.  All three authors teach 

Ashridge’s course on Designing Operating Models.  “When new strategy requires new 

capabilities, designing the new operating model is a vital step in the journey from strategy to 

success – new strategy, new operating model design, transformation plan, transformation 

management, strategy execution management, result,” explains Andrew.  The Canvas is a one-

page operating model – but one that can be extended to a ten-page model.  The tool can be 

used, like the Business Model Canvas, as an aid to clarity, dialogue and communication. As a 

communication tool it helps keep functional leaders aligned during transformation.  The Canvas 

can also be integrated into an enhanced Business Model Canvas.  The landscape, full-colour book 

is packed with illustrations, worked examples and tools for diagnosis and design.  One copy will 

be forwarded to each Member company (as soon as they arrive from the publisher!) 

 

The Big Squeeze: How Compression Threatens Old Industries 

Omar Abbosh, Paul Nunes, Vedrana Savic, and Michael Moore. MIT Sloan Management Review 

More than half of the companies exiting from the S&P 500 between 2000 and 2015 were from 

just three industries: consumer products, information technology, and financial services. Clearly, 

those industries were particularly vulnerable to the pace of change. Other industries are also 

susceptible to change, the authors of this article argue, but to a more insidious form: “industry 

compression,” a form of insidious decline through four stages. First is “empty growth,” when 

revenues increase but EBITDA stalls. Next, performance decays, as year-on-year EBITA declines 

at a faster rate than revenue. Thirdly, a period of brief recovery provides the illusion that 

significant structural problems inherent in the industry can be overcome by business as usual. 

Finally, operating profit and revenue both enter a sharp, prolonged decline with no sign of 

recovery in sight as slow disruption effects weaken the core business and expensive, non-liquid 

assets become more of a burden. Reinventing your core business or business model, which is the 

way out of compression, is a daunting task, and the authors say there are three reasons why 

companies can be blind to the need to do it. They may wrongly perceive their business to be 

stable, as the telecommunications sector did. They may have invested heavily in assets that have 

been a successful a barrier to entry – until disruption makes those assets obsolete, and over-

investment in them restricts cash flow and the ability to invest outside the core business. And 

companies may have focused exclusively on exploiting their core business, instead of stepping 

back to look at their industry’s long-term prospects. More (free registration required). 

 

https://www.ashridge.org.uk/executive-organization-development/open-programs/designing-operating-models/
https://operatingmodelcanvas.com/
http://sloanreview.mit.edu/article/the-big-squeeze-how-compression-threatens-old-industries/


Why Brexit Offers Opportunities for Private Equity 

Christopher Moxon, Antoon Schneider, and Philippe Morel. BCG Perspectives. 

Companies can generally move more aggressively under private equity than under corporate or 

independent ownership, says BCG, and PE firms’ longer investment horizons allow them to 

acquire companies in uncertain times. Looking at various sectors’ exposure to foreign exchange, 

dependence on EU labour, terms of trade, growth constraints and exposure to EU regulation, the 

authors identify four sectors that are likely to be both of particular interest to PE firms and hard 

hit by Brexit. These are industrial distribution, private medical clinics and laboratories, aerospace 

manufacturing (the UK’s aerospace industry is the second-largest in the world) and employment 

and recruitment services. BCG recommends that PE firms systematically map the uncertainties 

for each sector, generating a 100-day programme and a value creation map for targets. More. 

 

3G missed Unilever but its methods are spreading 

The Economist 

Familiar with 3G Capital? In February, the firm backed Kraft Heinz in a (failed) $143 bn bid for 

Unilever. If the acquisition had gone through, it would have been the second-largest merger 

ever. But the bid failed – partly, according to the Economist, because of a cultural mismatch, but 

also because Unilever’s long-term growth orientation was incompatible with 3G’s shorter-term 

horizon. In this article, the Economist reviews, 3G’s “slash costs and merge” model, which 

opponents view as ruthless, but supporters characterise as clear-eyed. The company closes 

down underperforming product lines in the companies it acquires, and creates an ownership 

stake for managers by linking financial rewards to company performance. More. 

 

The artful synergist, or how to get more value from mergers and acquisitions  

Jeff Rudnicki, Ryan Thorpe, and Andy West 

What’s the best way to put an M&A team together? While M&A deals start with a small team, 

these McKinsey authors believe that the real error many M&A functions make is keeping the 

deal team too small as acquisition planning progresses. Unless the deal team is large enough to 

let its members’ cognitive biases and assumptions be challenged, synergy estimates and cost and 

revenue assumptions can be off the mark. Instead, the authors argue, it’s important to involve 

the heads of functional groups – not necessarily in a formal way: it may be enough to sound 

them out on costs, revenue assumptions and risks. More. 

 

A Better Way to Set Strategic Priorities  

Derek Lidow. Harvard Business Review 

CEOs shouldn’t order priorities by rank from first to last, says Derek Lidow in HBR: it demotivates 

managers of lower-ranked projects, and there’s no way to realise a project without precise 

objectives, a reasonable time frame, and, most importantly, sufficient resources (which can be 

people, money or products and equipment). Divide projects into critical, important, and 

desirable projects, taking resources from desirable projects where needed to amplify critical 

projects. By doing this, you’ll ensure that you don’t have more than one critical project drawing 

on the same pool of resources – which is important, because doing that is likely to force you to 

re-prioritise if that pool of resources dwindles further down the track. More. 

https://www.bcgperspectives.com/content/articles/private-equity-strategy-why-brexit-offers-opportunities-private-equity/
http://www.economist.com/news/business/21717423-investors-who-own-kraft-heinz-are-upending-food-industry-3g-missed-unilever-its
http://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/strategy-and-corporate-finance/our-insights/the-artful-synergist-or-how-to-get-more-value-from-mergers-and-acquisitions
https://hbr.org/2017/02/a-better-way-to-set-strategic-priorities


Platform Companies Are Becoming More Powerful — but What Exactly Do They Want? 

John Herrmann. New York Times Magazine. 

A platform business is one that makes a match between vendors and suppliers. The New York 

Times describes these businesses – think eBay, AirBnB, Uber, Facebook and Google – as 

“employee-light, low on liability and high on upside”. In a thoughtful article, the author ties the 

emergence of platforms to other trends that have characterised business this century: the gig 

economy, the attention economy, and the sharing economy. The platform business model is 

new, and, though its basic matchmaker function is clear, its implications are not: there is a basic 

tension, the author says, between the domination and control that any platform must seek in 

order to be successful in its niche on the one hand, and, on the other hand, the abdication of 

responsibility that platforms represent. More. 

 

How do we fight 21st century monopolies like Amazon, Google and Uber? 

Felix Barber. Upstart Business Journal. 

If the above article on platform business models interests you, you might like to read ASMC 

director Felix Barber’s thoughts on how we might enjoy the benefits of digital platform 

companies while preventing them from drawing excessive profits or abusing their market 

positions. In this article, published in 2014, Felix argues for a multi-pronged approach: we need 

to update tax and regulatory frameworks so platforms no longer benefit from hidden subsidies, 

while also bringing market-based, self-help solutions to bear.  
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